Oil painting supplies
1. Canvases or canvas panels, Or just canvas pads will do as well. 11” x 14” to 16” x 20”

2. A set of oil paint, (usually student sets are good enough for starting and they are much cheaper
than some of the professional brands. But some of the professional brands also offer starting
level paints as well) You might want to get a bigger size Titanium white along with your set since
we use a lot of white. This set will only last for a short time. If you are plan to paint for a while I
suggest geting a bigger set (paints listed as below) from Blick (in SF), Cheap Joe's or Jerry's
artarama (online)

This brand is called “Reeves”, it is good enough as starting set.

Here is the full list of the paints I use: (No specific brands required)



Lamp Black



Titanium White



Buff White



Maple Yellow



Flesh Tint



Lemon Yellow



Cadmium Yellow (hue)



Cadmium Yellow (deep hue)



Yellow Ochre



Cadmium Orange (hue)



Cadmium Red



Rose Madder (by Georgian)



Alizarin Crimson



Burnt Sienna



Transparent Red Iron Oxide



Sap Green



Yellow Green



Permanent Greet (light)



Viridian



Cerulean Blue



Ultramarine Blue



Cobalt Blue



Cobalt Violet

3. A palette , wooden or glass, (I use a piece of glass about 12”x 16” which I got from orchard
hardware store and I also got a plastic box container called “Masterson Air-Tight Palette” to
keep my paint from drying up too fast and to move around, it is perfect fit for the 12 x 16 glass,
but the container is optional)

or
Wooden palette

Glass Palette

Masterson Air-Tight Palette

4. Oil medium --- Linseed Oil, Walnut Oil, or Walnut Oil Alkd

5. A small seal-able glass container with lip to keep medium in.

6. An oil paint solvent. Minimum Requirement: Gamsol, Turpenoid Natural, or Lavender Spike Oil

7. Glass brush washer which you pour your brush cleaner or paint thinner in.

8. Brushes, number 1—12, combination of Bristles and Sable. (Bristles are much harder than Sable
brushes and is better for blocking in colors and making strokes, on the other hand, Sable
brushes are very soft so they are better for refining details and blending use )

and
Bristles

Sables

9. Gesso, and a tube of acrylic medium gray or brown (the gesso is white and most of the canvas
out there are already have gesso on but I still like to mix in some other colors of Acrylic in to my
white gesso, and tone my canvas with it, that way it is easier to paint with.)

Mixed with brown Acrylic

10. Make sure to bring paper towels for cleaning brushes.

